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Enhancing the Effectiveness of Your Legal Writing with Plain English
Jason Dykstra

few years ago, I taught a
class devoted to discussing
the characteristics of "good"
legal writing. Generally,
good legal writing consists
of plain English.I In that class, we
discussed that good legal writing
should be complete, concise, correct, and clear.2 In contrast, we discussed the hallmarks of legalese, the
long-criticized', stuffy form of legal
writing transplanted to America
on the heels of the English common law.4 Its hallmarks include

long sentences and paragraphs full
of needless verbosity and sprinkled
with passive voice, defined terms,
Latin phases, and obscure or origiI share this vignette to explain
nal acronyms.
my view of plain English in the law
Following the class, I returned
as aspirational. As a practitioner, I
to my office to finalize a settlement
aspired to communicate effectively.
agreement.
But the time constraints of a busy
As I reviewed the cumbersome
practice did not always afford the
language, I noticed a distinct lack
opportunity to revise legal docuof plain English amidst the long
ments for clarity or brevity.
sentences of legal jargon. One proThis article focuses on areas
vision provided that the release in
the agreement extended to and inure where busy practitioners can aspire for plain English and not only
to the benefit of the Parties(as defined
improve their writing but possibly
herein) followed by a long list of
avoid a few pitfalls. As Justice
shareholders, officers, directors, agents,
Brandeis once remarked "there is no
employees, representatives,assigns,
such thing as good writing. There
subsidiaries,affiliates, predecessors,
is only good rewriting" So here
successors, contractors, subcontractors,
and relatedentities ofall of the above. are three areas to focus on as you
I sheepishly realized that my draft
rewrite: minimizing initialisms,
settlement agreement epitomized
acronyms, and defined terms; losing
legalese.
legal jargon and cutting clutter; and
While perhaps complete and cor- balancing legal terms and precision.
rect, my writing was neither clear
nor concise. In pursuit of precision, Minimize initiaisms, acronyms,
my form settlement agreement
and defined terms
became verbose. Out of caution,
A few initialisms (an abbremy agreement also became redunviation pronounced one letter at
dant. Legalese remains common
in part due to time efficiencies and
a time, like FBI or EPA) and acroingrained tradition.
nyms can enhance the readability
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As Justice Brandeis
once remarked"there is no such
thing as good writing. There is
only good rewriting."'

of your legal writing. For example,
common initialisms and acronyms
such as FBI, NATO, Radar and Scuba prove familiar and concise. But
don't risk confusing the reader with
a swath of innovative initialisms
and contrived acronyms.
Consider this:
WVM possessed an LBI in its CNC
prohibitingDr. Goldsteinfrom workingfor VMC.

present .... I

This statute, like many similar
boilerplate contract provisions,
seems capable of comically expanding the idiom "boys will be boys"
The use of defined terms and definitions can increase the risk of confusion for the reader. To promote
clarity in legal writing, minimize

While some Latin phrases offer efficient precision
in legal writing (ex parte, de nova, per se), dispense with
unneeded Latin phrases (arguendo, seriatim, inter alia).

acronyms, initialisms, defined terms
and definitions.
Lose the legal jargon
and cut the clutter
Start by losing most of the vestigial Latin, residual legalese, and
omitting surplus words. Justice
Scalia coined one test,"if you used
the word [or sentence] at a cocktail
party, would people look at you
funny?7

"

You likely tripped over a term
and stopped reading or might be
forced to frustratingly backtrack to
recollect what LBI means.
Using fewer initialisms and acronyms helps prevent this reaction
from the reader.
West Valley Medical possessed a legitimate business interest in its covenant not to compete prohibitingDr.
Goldstein from working for Valley
Medical Center.
Much easier to understand.
Also, you should be wary of
using well-known initialisms and
ancronyms for other nouns. For
instance, the reader might be confused or distracted by references to
your client, the Culinary Institute of
America, as the CIA.
Next, definitions and defined
terms also tend to be over-used in
legal writing. Many documents,
statutes, and regulations contain
definitions that can spur considerable confusion. For example, consider this gem for federal statutory
interpretation of words denoting
number, gender, and so forth in
Acts of Congress:
[Uinless the context indicates
otherwisewords importing the singular
include and apply to several persons, parties, or things;
words importing the plural include the singular;
words importing the masculine
gender include the feminine as
well; [and]
words used in the present tense
include the future as well as the

Imagine that you included this
allegation in a draft complaint
Defendant's tortiously negligent
conduct infailing to properly maintain the staircasecreated, caused,
and/or resulted in serious bodily
harm and injury to saidPlaintiff
Rewrite it to pass the cocktail
party test:
The landlord neglected to maintain
the stairs causing Alex Hayne's injuries.
In cutting the legalese, name
parties rather than reference their
legal roles (plaintiff, tortfeasor, or
witness). Also, while some Latin
phrases offer efficient precision in
legal writing (ex parte, de nova, per
se), dispense with unneeded Latin
phrases (arguendo, seriatim, inter
alia). After striping most of the Latin and legalese, turn your attention
to omitting surplus words.

Eliminate or revise long introductory (throat clearing) phrases
that add no special meaning. It-isfi

iito

u 1pasitha plaintff

contends that the landlordcaused
young Ms. Hayne's injury by leaving
an excavatedpile of dirt on the property.
Similarly, simplify your text to
eliminate surplus words. For example, if can replace in the event that,
to can replacefor the purpose of and
because can replace due to thefact
that. Finally, eliminate needless repetition, such asfree gft and cease and
desist. To enhance the clarity and
brevity of your legal writing, rewrite
most of the Latin, and legalese and
omit surplus words.
But use legal terms where
plain English sacrifices precision
Edit legalese into plain English,
but retain precise, well-understood
legal terms for professional audiences. The use of some legal terms
provides efficient precision for the
legally trained reader. For example,
in plain English try to explain that a
case involves the breach of fiduciary
duties by corporate directors. And
that the plaintiffs cannot proceed
in federal court because there is neither diversity of citizenship nor any
federal question. So for a professional audience, retain the precision
and efficiency of legal terminology.
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Richard C. Vydick, Plain

Condlusion
The audience for legal writing
varies widely, from legally trained
readers to laypeople. Across this
spectrum, readers prefer plain English. So to enhance the readability
of your legal writing, aspire to minimize acronyms., initialisms, defined
terms and definitions; lose the legal
jargon and omit surplus words; but
use legal terms where plain English
would sacrifice precision.
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Debt Problem Resolution
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BANKRUPTCY

Tax Problem Resolution
David W. Knotts has 30 years of
litigation experience and is listed or
the mediator panels for the Idaho
Supreme Court and the United
States District Court for Idaho. His
practice extends throughout idaho
and into neighboring ursdictions
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CERTIFIED LEGAL
NURSE CONSULTANT
Medical/Legal Consulting. Available
to assist with discovery and assistance
in Medical/Injury/Malpractice cases;
backed by a cadre of expert witnesses.
You may contact me by e-mail renaed@
cableone.net, (cell) (208) 859-4446, or
(fax) (208) 853-6244. Renae Dougal,
MSN, RN, CLNC, CCRP.

OFFICE SPACE
Well established Boise Law Firm has 2
office suites available with Secretarial
space at Great Bench Location (Roosevelt & Kootenai) with ample free
parking. Receptionist-phones and basic office Equipment available as well
as conference room and kitchen/ break
room. Terms negotiable. Overflow
Court Cases available. Contact: Denny
at Sallaz-Schild-Craffs Law, PLLC. (208)
336-1145, 1000 S. Roosevelt, Boise, ID
83705 or email: sallaz@sallazlaw.com

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
NOW AVAILABLE!
423 SF East Facing w/ unhindered
sweeping views! Enjoy the all-inclusive
set-up of Key Business Center. Included
with monthly fee: parking, mail distribution service, receptionist, telephone
answering, IP phone, phone line, fiberoptic connection, 10 hours month conference room time, building directory
and more. Other offices also available,
cubicle space also available. Month-to
month Use Agreements! We LOVE lawyers! For more information: Call Karen
208-947-5895.

ARTHUR BERRY & COMPANY
Certified business appraiser with 33
years experience in all Idaho courts. Telephone: (208)336-8000. Website: www.
arthurberry.com

PREMIUM EXECUTIVE OFFICE
SUITES LOCATE IN THE EIGHTH
MAIN BUILDING

&

ST MARY'S CROSSING
27" & STATE
Class A building. 1-3 Large offices and
2 Secretary stations. Includes: DSL, Receptionist/Administrative assistant, conference, copier/printer/scanner/fax, phone
system with voicemail, basic office
kitchen supplies, free parking, janitor,
utilities. Call Bob at (208) 344-9355 or
by email at: drozdarl@drozdalaw.com.
&

FORENSIC DOCUMENT
EXAMINER
Government trained. Testified over
110 times in various State and federal
Courts. Board Certified. Fully equipped
laboratory. 27 years of experience. Contact James A. Green at (888) 485-0832.
w w.documentexaminer.info.

Fully furnished professional office spaces with incredible views of the Boise
skyline. Offices are all inclusive of high
speed WiFi, Business Phone Line, Voicemail box, Mail services, reception courtesies, 24/7 access to facility, access to our
conference rooms and our premium virtual receptionist packages. Ask us about
our Virtual Office Packages! We are offering great promotional rates at this time!
208-401-9200, www.boise.intelligentoffice.com, boise@intelligentoffice.com

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED
LAW OFFICE SPACE
Please call Jeff Sheehan to practice law in
the most beautiful office space in Boise.
Take a look for yourself at www.idahofamilylaw.com/belgravia . Rent I or 2
fully furnished offices with gorgeous
built in furniture/cabinetry. Adjoining
assistant space available as well. Space
is located at 465 and 475 W Main Street
in the Belgravia, just 2 blocks from the
courthouse. Excellent on street parking
with 4 hour meters for clients. Use of
conference room and all office amenities. Call today - 287-4499.
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Your legal staffing
resource for part-time
and full-time attorneys and
professional employees.

IDAHO LEGAL RESEARCH
.onsul ng & Srvires I.C

We are accepting applicationsand resumes
from candidates for all positions.

Contact Merrily Munther
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